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� Our model correctly describes the mixing of H2 jets for DI-CI engine applications.

� Pressure-based solvers can be used with reasonable accuracy for under-expanded flows.

� Under-relaxation factors help such p-based algorithm improving the shock resolution.

� The WALE model with 4th-order cubic convective schemes delivers the most accurate results.
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An assessment of Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of non-reactive under-expanded hydrogen

jets by using a pressure-based algorithm is presented. Such jets feature strong

compressible discontinuities often considered to be best dealt with by a density-based

solver. The crucial contribution of this work is to evaluate the suitability of the pressure-

based solver to correctly describe the flow field of gaseous hydrogen jets for engine ap-

plications, despite the presence of shock waves in the under-expanded near-orifice region.

Inherently, the paper aims at providing guidance on the corresponding numerical aspects

to simulate these flows. Hydrogen jets in an argon atmosphere at three different injection

pressures are simulated and the results are compared to experiments in literature. Jet tip

penetration and cone angle are the main investigated parameters. A good match is found,

confirming the solidity of the proposed model. Different LES sub-grid scale models and

discretisation schemes are then investigated in order to find the best approach in terms of

accuracy and required computational cost. In particular, it is found that the WALE model

coupled with a 4th-order cubic scheme for the convective terms yields the most suitable

configuration.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen has been labeled for a long time as the fuel of the

future [1e4], due to its carbon-free combustion and the ability

to achieve high energy efficiency. Moreover, it can be produced

from renewable energy sources, enabling efficient large-scale

storage and transport of renewable energy. The unique

thermo-physical properties of hydrogen can facilitate the

design of a highly efficient internal combustion engine (ICE) [5].

The high diffusivity of hydrogen, for instance, may enhance in-

cylinder fuel-air mixing. Furthermore, the wide flammability

limit from 4 to 76 vol% hydrogen in air, alongside with the high

flame speed, indicates that hydrogen ICE can operate consid-

erably lean, thus improving thermal efficiency [6e9]. In partic-

ular, direct injection of hydrogen, aside from enabling high

volumetric efficiency, avoids possibly undesired combustion-

related phenomena such as engine knock [10,11]. However,

due to its low density, H2 requires high injection pressures to

fully penetrate in the cylinder [12]. This typically leads to a

turbulent under-expanded jet, as explained in the following.

Let us consider a converging nozzle, like the ones normally

involved in engine applications. With respect to the pressure

profiles shown in Fig. 1, the most trivial case is when the in-

jection pressure P0 and the ambient pressure P∞ are the same.

In this case (curve a), there is no flow.When the ratio between

the total pressure in the nozzle P0 and the ambient pressure

P∞, namely the Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR), increases, the

flow becomes subsonic. This trend (curve b) holds until the

outlet velocity reaches sonic conditions, i.e. the Mach number

is Ma ¼ 1 (curve c). The exit pressure Pe and the ambient

pressure are still equal, and the flow is said to be choked. The
Fig. 1 e Schematic pressure distributions in a converging

nozzle.
value of NPR where this chocked condition occurs, is labeled

as the critical pressure ratio. Increasing the injection pressure

further will not have any additional effect on the flow velocity

within the nozzle, as the maximum Mach number in the

minimum-area section is 1. The local speed of sound c will

also remain the same at the exit. In fact, c ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gRTe

p
, with g

being the specific heat ratio, R the specific gas constant and Te

the exit temperature. For an ideal gas, Te, at fixed g and Ma,

depends solely on the injection temperature T0, that is kept

fixedwhen increasing the injection pressure P0. If the injection

pressure P0 increases further, an under-expanded condition

occurs (curve d). At first, this is moderately under-expanded:

the outlet velocity cannot go beyond Ma ¼ 1, and so the exit

pressure becomes higher than the ambient one; as a conse-

quence, a further expansion occurs in the near-orifice region,

in order to let the pressure reduce to the ambient one. A very

weak normal shock forms at the exit of the nozzle, together

with a pattern of oblique reflected shock waves. As P0 is

further increased, the flow reaches a point where eventually it

becomes highly under-expanded: at the nozzle exit, an infinite

number of rarefactionwaves (the so-called Prandtl-Mayer fan)

spreads onto the jet boundary and collapse into a slightly-

curved oblique shock wave named Mach disk.

In-depth understanding of both the aforementioned

under-expansion process and the related turbulent mixing

past the nozzle orifice is therefore required for the design of an

efficient gaseous injection system and for the analysis of the

most suitable associated injection strategies aimed at better

mixture quality and clean combustion [13], by improving the

jet penetration and the mixing of the fuel with the sur-

rounding environment.

From a computational point of view, the near-nozzle re-

gion is the most challenging aspect in an under-expanded

flow. It has mostly been studied using density-based solvers,

in which the primitive variable is the density, directly

computed from mass conservation with pressure being

updated through an equation of state. For instance, Ham-

zehloo [13], Vuorinen et al. [14], and Li et al. [15] used a density-

based approach to tackle, by means of LES, the resolution of

the shock cells pattern of the near-nozzle region. Duronio

et al. [16] and Bonelli et al. [17] did the same but with RANS

(Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes) simulations. While this is

the most natural approach for the resolution of shock waves,

since the governing equations are solved for the conservative

variables, density-based solvers on the other hand experience

stiffness problems as well as a loss of accuracy when

approaching the low Mach number limit. Moreover, the time

step is limited by the most rapidly propagating wave, which

becomes restrictive for low Mach number flows [18]. Lai et al.

[19] showed, in RANS, the performance of the pressure-based

numerical method to resolve shocks and other discontinuities

to rival those of the density-based methods. Moreover, in in-

jection for ICE where the flow in the largest part of the

computational domain is at a low Mach number but in some

parts supersonic flow exists, a pressure-based solver may be

an attractive as well as efficient choice [20]. For instance, Li

et al. [21] investigated under-expanded hydrogen jets with

RANS by first computing the near-nozzle flowfield in a smaller

domain using a density-based solver, and then use that

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.09.062
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solution to compute the flow further downstream through a

pressure-based solver. Babayev et al. [22] conducted their

computational study by means of a pressure-based PISO al-

gorithm coupled with RANS modelling to assess the charac-

teristics of a H2 direct-injection compression-ignition

combustion concept.

In H2-ICE, the aforementioned supersonic region covers

indeed only a small part of the domain, and the main focus is

correctly describing the fuel/oxidizer mixing on a larger scale,

the whole combustion chamber, in view of an engine appli-

cation. Solving the largest turbulent structures, rather than

time-averaging like in RANS, helps capturing accurately this

phenomenon, hence the use of LES is crucial [23]. Moreover,

the mixing process occurs mostly downstream of the under-

expanded region, where the local Mach number is low and

the flow can be deemed incompressible, and where conse-

quently density-based solver could fail in accuracy and effi-

ciency. Therefore, we aim to study for the first time such

under-expanded jets with LES through a pressure-based

solver, and compare the results against experimental litera-

ture to validate such an approach. In the next sections, after a

brief review of the mathematical background of the problem,

the computational setup will be introduced, and the results

will be discussed.
2. Numerical problem

The dynamics of a fluid is governed bymass, momentum, and

energy conservation, namely the (compressible) Navier-

Stokes equations. For a non-reactive flow they read [24]:

vr

vt
þ v

vxi
ðruiÞ ¼ 0 (1)

vðrujÞ
vt

þ v

vxi
ðruiujÞ ¼ �vp

vxj
þ vtij

vxi
(2)

vrhs

vt
þ v

vxi
ðruihsÞ ¼ Dp

Dt
þ v

vxi

�
l
vT
vxi

�

þ tij
vui

vxj
� v

vxi

 
r
XN
k¼1

Vk;iYkhs;k

!
þ _uT

(3)

with:

Dp
Dt

¼ vp
vt

þ ui
vp
vxi

; (4)

where r is the density, ui the ith component of the velocity

vector, p the pressure, hs is the sensible enthalpy, Vk,i is the

diffusion velocity of the ith species, qi ¼ �l vT
vxi

is the heat flux

vector, with T the fluid temperature and l the thermal con-

ductivity. The chemical heat release rate _uT is zero for the

non-reacting flows considered in this work. The total stress

tensor tij is given by:

tij ¼ m

�
vui

vxj
þ vuj

vxi

�
�
�
2
3
m
vuk

vxk

�
dij; (5)

with dij the Kronecker delta. If the fluid is assumed to be an

ideal gas (acceptable assumption for hydrogen jets [25]), then
pressure and density can be linked by the well-known ideal

gas law p¼ rRT, with R being the specific gas constant. In total,

five equations are needed: one for the density, three for the

components of the velocity, one for the energy.

If the gas consists of more than one species, then another

set of transport equations adds up to the five above, namely:

vrYk

vt
þ v

vxi
ðruiYkÞ ¼ v

vxi

�
rDk

vYk

vxi

�
þ _uk; (6)

where Yk indicates the mass fraction of species k ¼ 1, …, N, Dk

the corresponding molecular diffusion coefficient, and uk the

net chemical production rate, which is null for the non-

reactive flows considered in this study. Since for the conser-

vation of mass, the sum of all the species fractions must be

equal to 1, these transport equations constitute N � 1 addi-

tional relations to be solved together with the aforementioned

five.

2.1. LES modelling

Denoting Reynolds-averaged quantities by a bar f and Favre-

averaged quantities by a tilde ef ¼ rf=r, the filtered

compressible Navier-Stokes equations can be written as [24]:

vr

vt
þ v

vxi
ðreuiÞ ¼ 0 (7)

v

vt
ðreuiÞ þ v

vxi
ðreuieujÞ ¼ �vp

vxj
þ v

vxi
½tij � rðguiuj � eui eujÞ� (8)

vr ehs

vt
þ v

vxi
ðr eui

ehsÞ ¼ Dp
Dt

þ v

vxi

�
l
vT
vxi

� rðguihs � eui
ehsÞ
�

þ tij
vui

vxj

� v

vxi

 
r
XN
k¼1

Vk;iYkhs;k

!
þ _uT

(9)

vðrfYkÞ
vt

þ v

vxi
ðreui

fYkÞ ¼ v

vxi

�
Vk;iYk � rðguiYk � eui

fYkÞ
�þ _uk (10)

where

Dp
Dt

¼ vp
vt

þ ui
vp
vxi

(11)

The first right-hand side term of Eq. (10) needs closure,

typically done as:

Vk;iYk � rðguiYk � eui
fYkÞ ¼

�
� rDk þ mt

Sck

�
veYk

vxi
(12)

where mt is the turbulent viscosity and Sck is the sub-grid scale

Schmidt number for species k. The ideal gas equation of state

reads p ¼ rReT.
In OpenFOAM, the filtering operation is performed by the

grid itself, so only the filterwidth is specified andnot its shape.

It is crucial to avoid low-order numerical schemes, as any

artificial viscosity that would be added would increase the

error and smear out the turbulence [26]. The present study is

therefore based on the highest order numerical schemes

available within OpenFOAM, namely 2nd-order implicit

backward Euler for time derivatives, 2nd-order linear scheme

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.09.062
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for the gradient terms, and either 2nd-order linear or 4th-

order cubic interpolation for the divergences. Note that the

formal spatial accuracy of the cubic interpolation is only

second-order. This is due to the treatment of the viscous term

that is limited to a linear interpolation. However, since the

instabilities in the mixing layer at the flanks of the jet are

convective instabilities, the convective terms deliver a higher

contribution than the viscous ones. Therefore, it could be

expected to obtain an accurate method just by treating only

the convective terms with a higher order of accuracy.

There are also many blended schemes available that

switch on-the-fly from a high-order to a first-order scheme

when the computation encounters strong gradients in the

variables, adding numerical viscosity to better deal with the

discontinuity and help stability. Indeed, this would be bene-

ficial in resolving shock waves within the near-nozzle. How-

ever, for the same aforementioned reason, these methods

would not be beneficial in the region further downstream, as

they would damp turbulent velocity fluctuations.

The residual or sub-grid scale (SGS) Reynolds stressesguiuj � eui euj in Eq. (8) require modelling to get the closure of the

system. The residual stress tensor reads:

tRij ¼ rðguiuj � eui eujÞ (13)

with r being the filtered density. The anisotropic part of the

residual stress tensor is defined as [27]:

trij ¼ tRij �
2
3
krdij (14)

where kr denotes the residual kinetic energy kr ¼ 1
2t

R
ii . Using a

Boussinesq-like hypothesis, the anisotropic contribution of

the residual stress tensor is assumed to be directly propor-

tional to the (filtered) strain rate tensor bymeans of a sub-grid

kinematic viscosity nsgs, namely:

trij ¼ �2rnsgseSij (15)

where eSij ¼ 1
2

	
veui
vxj

þ veuj
vxi



. In this study, three different sub-grid

viscosity models will be compared. Smagorinsky was the

first to propose an expression for the sub-grid viscosity [28] as:

nsgs ¼ C2
SD

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2eSij
eSij

q
(16)

with a model constant CS z 0.18 and the filter width D ¼
ðDxDyDzÞ

1
3. The wall-adapting local eddy-viscosity (WALE)

method is another SGS model developed based on the Sma-

gorinsky model [29], where the sub-grid kinematic viscosity is

defined as:

nsgs ¼ C2
WD2

ðSd
ijS

d
ijÞ

3
2

ðeSij
eSijÞ

5
2 þ ðSd

ijS
d
ijÞ

5
4

(17)

where Sd
ij is the traceless symmetric part of the square of the

velocity gradient tensor. Differently from the Smagorinsky

model, this model accounts for both strain and rotational rate

of the smallest resolved turbulent scales. As a consequence,

most of the turbulent transitional processes and structures

relevant for the kinetic energy dissipation are reproduced. The

WALE model retains null eddy viscosity in case of a pure
shear, which can occur in free jets. It is then possible to

reproduce the laminar to turbulent transition process through

the growth of linear unstable modes.

There are also models that compute the coefficient

appearing in the sub-grid scale viscosity expression on-the-fly

as the simulation progresses. While this could improve the

accuracy, it certainly increases the computational cost. For

instance, the model proposed in Ref. [30] solves an additional

transport equation for the sub-grid scale turbulent kinetic

energy ksgs:

vrksgs

vt
þ v

vxi
ðreuiksgsÞ � v

vxi

�
rðnþ nsgsÞ vksgs

vxj

�
¼ 2rnsgs

�
veui

vxj

:
1
2

�
veui

vxj
þ veuj

vxi

��
� 2
3

v

vxi
ðreuiksgsÞ � Cer

k3=2
sgs

D
(18)

where the operator “:” denotes the double inner products of

two tensors and Ce is a model coefficient derived from local

flow properties. The sub-grid scale viscosity is then obtained

as

nsgs ¼ CkksgsD (19)

with Ck being another model coefficient, whose value again is

computed according to local flow attributes. These types of

LESmodels are usually labeled as “one-equation”models. The

ability of these eddy-viscosity models to reproduce the near-

nozzle region will be investigated in section 4.

2.2. PIMPLE algorithm features for compressible flows

A pressure-based approach within the OpenFOAM framework

is used. The solver herein treated is PIMPLE-based, which is a

merged PISO-SIMPLE (pressure implicit split operator - semi-

implicit method for pressure-linked equations) algorithm. It

computes the pressure from momentum and mass conser-

vation, iteratively corrects it, and then updates the density

through an equation of state, linking it to the pressure by

means of a compressibility factor j (for a perfect gas, j ¼ 1/

RT). This is a segregated solver: as pressure and velocity are

highly coupled in the Nanvier-Stokes equations due to the

presence of Vp in the momentum equations, the mass and

momentum equations are solved sequentially in order to

decouple them. One way of proceeding in an efficient manner

was introduced by Chorin, whose projection method is a

fractional step technique in which the velocity is linearised by

decomposing it into a solenoidal and an irrotational contri-

bution. The detailed steps of Chorin's method can be found in

Ref. [31].

The PIMPLE algorithm [32] is summarised in Fig. 2, where

the inner loop refers to the iterations performed to correct

the pressure, whereas the outer one denotes how many

times the system of equation is solved for a time step. In

general, the time step Dt must be set according to a Courant

number below 1 to ensure stability, Co ¼ uDt/Dx < 1, with Dx

the grid cell size. This is especially true for PISO-type

solvers. PIMPLE algorithms can achieve convergence even

for Co > 1 [33]. However, such values correspond to a time

step whose solution, for highly turbulent LES flows, is far

from reality because phenomena with high characteristic

velocity are not captured. Accordingly, decreasing the time

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.09.062
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step can help capturing more and more turbulent fluctua-

tions. In this sense, a good trade-off between quality of the

results and run-time has been found in the present work at

Co ¼ 0.5.

2.3. Transonic correction and under-relaxation

Originally, pressure-based solvers were developed for

incompressible and mildly compressible flows, but nowadays

they have been extended to account for a broad range of sit-

uations, including transonic flows [18,34,35]. The key devel-

opment has been the reformulation of the pressure equation

to include density and velocity correction, ensuring that the

type of the equation changed from purely elliptic for incom-

pressible flows to hyperbolic in transonic and supersonic

compressible flows [34]. In this way, the pressure plays the
dual role of affecting density (through the equation of state) in

the limit of high-Mach compressible flow, and velocity

(through the gradient in themomentum equation) in the limit

of incompressible flow, in order to enforcemass conservation.

In particular, the pressure contribution to the density when

the flow is compressible reads:

rtransz

�
vr

vp

�
T

ptrans ¼ jptrans (20)

with respect to Fig. 2, within the outer iteration, the sudden

change of a certain variable at a certain point in the domain

can cause numerical instability. A possible solution is issued

by allowing the variable to change only by a fraction a4,

namely the under-relaxation factor. This factor a4 can be cho-

sen between 0 and 1, where 1 means that no under-relaxation

is used.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.09.062
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Fig. 3 e Schematic of the computational domain (left) and of the mesh (right, cross section mid-plane) and corresponding

boundary conditions (green: inlet, red: walls). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader

is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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3. Computational setup

Simulations of the experimental hydrogen injections in the

work of Mansor et al. [36] are performed, in which the jet flows

into an argon atmosphere within a cylindrical constant-

volume chamber of 8 cm in diameter and 3 cm in depth. For

the sake of simplicity, the present domain has been scaled

onto a 3 � 3 � 7.5 cm3 cuboid. In the present work, the nozzle

has been placed on the outside and simply shaped as a conical

converging bodywith the same exit diameter of D¼ 0.8mmas

in the experiment. The same is true for the volume of the

chamber and the nozzle-wall distance. The boundaries of the

geometry (see Fig. 3) consist only of the injection area of the

nozzle (the “inlet”) and the walls of the injector and combus-

tion chamber (the “walls”).

The mesh was inspired by Ref. [13], in which a similar case

of injection is investigated, but here adapted in order to ach-

ieve a good balance between accuracy and computational

speed. After progressive refinements, we came up with the

lightest mesh that could convey both stable and reliable

computations. It resulted in an almost fully orthogonal grid of

(roughly) 5 million cells. However, it has to be noted that it is

questionable whether a mesh sensitivity study, in its stricter

definition, can be carried out on a large-eddy simulation, since

both the discretisation schemes and the sub-grid scalemodels

introduce errors interacting in a non-linear way when

changing the grid spacing [37,38].

The largest part of the domain has a cell size of 0.26mm (D/

3). The near-nozzle field features two refinement regions, with

cell size of respectively 0.13 mm (D/6) and 0.067 mm (D/12), as

depicted in Fig. 3. Smaller cell sizes allow to better capture the

thin shock wave discontinuities. Moreover, they reduce the

sub-grid scale contribution in the highly shear-generated

turbulence zone.

The boundary conditions are summarised in Table 1. The

flow is initialized by prescribing a pressure ratio, namely an
Table 1 e Boundary and initial conditions.

Inlet Walls Initial field

P [MPa] rowhead 4 - 8 - 14 Zero gradient 1.2

u [m/s] rowhead - No-slip 0

T [K] rowhead 300 Zero gradient 300

YH2 rowhead 1 Zero gradient 0

YAr rowhead 0 Zero gradient 1
injection pressure P0 and an ambient pressure P∞. The fluid in

the domain initially consists of argon and is stagnant every-

where. Following [39], no-slip boundary conditions are applied

to all solid walls. The temperature at which the hydrogen is

injected is kept fixed at 300 K. The same value sets the initial

temperature field in the rest of the domain. The ambient

pressure is P∞ ¼ 1.2 MPa as in the experiments. The injection

pressure P0 is varied among 4, 8 and 14 MPa, leading to three

different cases with, respectively, NPR ¼ 3.3, 6.7, and 11.7. The

computational cost of such simulations translates into

approximately 0.02 ms of simulated physical time for every

hour of computation, performed on one node and 64 cores,

when using static SGS models. When using the dynamic k-

equation model, the computational cost increases roughly by

10%.
4. Results

A first overview of the development of the resulting jet in

space and time can be found in Fig. 4, where density contours

are shown on the two-dimensional mid-plane of the whole

chamber. The WALE model has been chosen for the sub-grid

scale modelling, together with a 4th-order convective

scheme. This combination yields the most reliable results, as

will be shown in section 4.4. The hydrogen flow expands

from the orifice into the chamber. Due to the strong and

sudden injection of gas into a quiescent atmosphere,

compression waves surround the jet, reflecting on the walls

and then crossing each other. As the injection pressure in-

creases, the jet has a higher H2 concentration (as indicated by

the different colour gradation), a larger width, and a faster

penetration.

4.1. Compressible effects

As compressibility effects are most challenging for a

pressure-based solver, we have a closer look at the near-

nozzle field where these phenomena are the strongest. In

particular, the effect of under-relaxation on shock resolution

has been investigated. In Fig. 5, the simulation results of two

identical under-expanded jets at NPR ¼ 3.3, with and without

under-relaxation (a ¼ 0.7 and a ¼ 1, respectively), are

compared to Schlieren imaging of a compressed air jet

recorded experimentally [40] with a similar pressure ratio

(NPR ¼ 5). When under-relaxation is not employed, the
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Fig. 4 e Instantaneous density contours (kg/m3) at the mid-plane at, from left to right respectively, NPR ¼ 3.3, 6.7, and 11.7.

Size of the reported area is 30 mm £ 75 mm.

Fig. 5 e Comparison of under-relaxation influence on

shock resolution. Left: a ¼ 1, middle: a ¼ 0.7, right:

Schlieren image of air jet at NPR ¼ 5 from Ref. [40].
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characteristic shock wave structure is dramatically blurred.

Some spurious compression waves can be observed in the

nozzle. Taking instead under-relaxation into account allows

the pressure-based algorithm at hand to reveal the charac-

teristic diamond pattern at the correct place. The use of high-

order discretisation schemes, in particular the 4th-order

cubic interpolation that has been applied in our studies, may

suffer from spurious oscillations that prevent the
convergence of the computations. Even when numerical

stability is ensured, under-relaxation factors can help in

increasing the accuracy. In Fig. 6 the dependency of themajor

flow variables on the magnitude of the under-relaxation

factor is presented. It is clear that the lower the under-

relaxation factor a, the more accurate the shock resolution

is. The drawback of a lower a is a slower convergence due to

an increased number of required inner iterations [41]. In view

of this, one should avoid using too small values of a. A good

trade-off between accuracy and efficiency has been found, for

the present study, in a ¼ 0.7.

4.2. Mass flow

The faster jet penetration is a direct consequence of the mass

flow exiting the nozzle. The mass flow issued by an injector is

the amount of fuel per unit of time that passes through the

cross-section area of its nozzle. It is an important quantity as

its integral over time denotes how much fuel has been intro-

duced during the injection time. A theoretical estimate of the

mass flow exiting a convergent nozzle is provided by the

following expression [42]:

_m ¼ AnozzleP0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g

RT0

r �
gþ 1
2

�� gþ1
2ðg�1Þ

(21)

where Anozzle is the area of the orifice issuing the jet and

g¼ 1.4 is the specific heat ratio. It should be noted that, at fixed

temperature, _m depends linearly on the injection pressure

only. This behaviour, despite of the isentropic approximation

of Eq. (21), is quite well matched by the numerical results in

which the mass flow is directly computed from the density
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Fig. 6 e Near-orifice pressure, temperature, density and Mach number as function of the axial distance along the centerline

at different under-relaxation factors.

Fig. 7 e Computed and theoretical nozzle mass flows for

different injection pressures.
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and velocity field, as shown in Fig. 7. Not only is the trend of

mass flow versus injection pressure linear, but also the

computed mass flow values resemble with good accuracy the

ones estimated by Eq. (21). This means that the discharge

coefficient of the simulation is approximately 1, i.e. an ideal

situation where no pressure head losses occur within the

nozzle. Unfortunately, the experimental mass flows are not

reported in Ref. [36].

4.3. Cone angle

As well as the penetration, the radial spreading of the jet gets

larger with increasing NPR. These two aspects are connected

by mass and momentum conservation. Simply speaking, the

more the jet diffuses laterally, the less mass and momentum

is available to penetrate in the axial direction, and vice versa.

From an experimental point of view, this is typicallymeasured

by means of the cone angle, i.e. the angle between the jet

boundaries. There are various methods to measure it [43].

Here, we choose to compute the angle from the jet's equiva-

lent area [44e46], and compare them to the ones measured
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Fig. 8 e Cone angle of hydrogen jets at, from above to bottom, NPR ¼ 3.3, 6.7, 11.7. The measurements have been performed

by computing the angle swept by the equivalent jet triangle area at y ¼ L/2 and YH2 ¼ 0:001
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experimentally by Ref. [36]. In order to do so, the flow has been

first circumferentially averaged. The corresponding results

are shown in Fig. 8 and in Table 2. The first thing to notice is

that, in the same fashion as for the experimental reference,

the computed angles increase with increasing NPR. This cor-

rect trend confirms the solidity of the numerical approach.

When the individual cases are compared, there is a discrep-

ancy of 3e6�. These differences may be attributed to the un-

certainty in the angle measurements. In fact, locating the jet

boundaries is challenging. It depends strongly on the

threshold used to identify it [47], and it can reach an uncer-

tainty up to 24% [48]. Here, we decided to represent the jet by

the isocontour corresponding to the 0.1% H2 mass fraction (i.e.

YH2 ¼ 0:001, using the same definition used for the jet tip

penetration in 4.4), but a unique definition on where to mea-

sure the jet angle is not present in literature. To underline the

sensitivity of the angle computation, we report also in Table 2
Table 2 e Computed cone angles 4 and comparison with
the experimental values of [36] for different injection
pressures. Two different threshold criteria, 0.1% and 0.2%
hydrogen mass fraction, have been used to highlight the
sensitivity of the measurement.

P0 NPR YH2 ¼ 0.1% YH2 ¼ 0.2% Exp [36].

4 MPa 3.3 29.4� 27.3� 22.9�

8 MPa 6.7 32.0� 28.8� 26.4�

14 MPa 11.7 35.2� 33.0� 31.0�
the angle calculated when taking the hydrogen mass fraction

equal to 0.2%. Indeed, when 0.2 is chosen as threshold, the

computed angles are 2e3� smaller, and closer to the ones

predicted experimentally.

4.4. Jet penetration

The jet tip penetration is one of the key parameters that

characterise under-expanded jets with regards to air-fuel

mixing and mixture formation in direct injection engines

[49]. The penetration has been determined in this study by

recording the axial distance from the nozzle exit to the po-

sition where the mass fraction of hydrogen falls below a

threshold of 0.1%, as introduced by Ref. [44]. In under-

expanded flows with Reynolds number in the order of 105 �
106, as in the present work, such measure of penetration

length was found to be a linear function of the square root of

time [50]. This behaviour is encountered as well in our study,

as can be observed in Fig. 9, where the experimental data

from Ref. [36] are compared to the theoretical trend and to

the results coming from our simulations for three different

injection pressures. The trends of the numerical simulations

follow the experimental ones and fit the linear trend, con-

firming the validity of the present numerical model. The jet

has a high velocity immediately after the nozzle, then it

starts decelerating and spreading radially due to loss of

momentum. As the NPR increases, the jet tip penetration

rate increases due to higher momentum, hence resulting in a

faster flow.
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Fig. 9 e Jet penetration length as a function of the square

root of time. Blue: NPR ¼ 3.3, red: NPR ¼ 6.7, green:

NPR ¼ 11.7. Circles: experimental data, dashed lines:

present study, solid lines: theoretical trend. (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)

Fig. 10 e H2 penetration length at different NPR values (top:

NPR ¼ 3.3, middle: NPR ¼ 6.7, bottom: NPR ¼ 11.7) with

different SGS models.
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The penetration lengths of hydrogen are reported for the

three different injection pressures, computed with different

combinations of LES models and convective discretisation

schemes. First, the static Smagorinsky and WALE models and

the dynamic k-equation model are compared in Fig. 10. It can

be seen that the penetration curves on overall are quite

similar. One thing worth underlining is that the error accu-

mulates in time. This is why the differences among the LES

models are larger when the NPR is lower, i.e. when the jet is

slower. In the initial development of the jet the Smagorinsky

model predicts a deeper penetration in time. Indeed, the

Smagorinsky model is not suitable for high shear flows, since

the SGS dissipation is too high to correctly predict the tran-

sition to turbulence during the initial evolution of the jet,

resulting in a substantial underprediction of jet width [51] and

over-prediction of jet penetration. The dynamic K-equation

model appears most accurate for high NPR values but lacks

precision with respect to the expected trend in the case with

NPR ¼ 3.3. On the contrary, the static WALE model matches

the experimental data on average better.

In Fig. 11, the WALE model is then compared to the dy-

namic K-equation model with different discretisation

schemes. When coupled with the linear scheme, the results

get closer to the reference datawhenNPR¼ 11.7, and the same

is true with cubic interpolation when NPR ¼ 6.7, whereas for

NPR ¼ 3.3 there is little difference between the two dis-

cretisation schemes. In general, one would prefer the cubic

scheme over the linear interpolation due to the higher order of

accuracy in the convective terms, and hence improved

description of the turbulence.

In order to reduce the statistical uncertainty, one should

in principle average an ensemble of as many different tur-

bulent realisations as possible [52]. Simulation has to be
repeated many times, requiring a high computational effort.

However, there could be cases in which this operation would

add little information, for instance, in high-velocity strong

shear flows where most of the turbulence is generated by the

development of the jet rather than influenced by the initial

turbulent conditions. In order to investigate this, additional
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Fig. 11 e H2 penetration length at different NPR values with different LES models and convective schemes. Top left:

NPR ¼ 3.3, top right: NPR ¼ 6.7, bottom left: NPR ¼ 11.7. The bottom right panel shows results for different turbulent

realisations (NPR ¼ 11.7).
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simulations of the NPR ¼ 6.7 case have been performed, for

which some turbulent white noise has been prescribed

constantly in time at the inlet of the nozzle, in order to

introduce a certain amount of random fluctuations to the

flow along the three directions in space. More precisely, a

digital-filter based inlet boundary condition for velocity is

used to generate synthetic turbulence-alike time-series,

where the root mean squared (RMS) fluctuation scale is 10%

of the mean flow in every direction in space. The bottom-

right panel of Fig. 11 shows the jet penetration in time for

three different realisations: one with no added turbulence at

the inlet, and two additional simulations with the same

turbulence intensity prescribed at the inlet but with different

randomness. It can be noted that the jet penetration length

does not differ too much from one simulation to the other, at

most 5%, compared to the maximum difference that char-

acterises the single realisations with different LES models

and numerical schemes, that can reach values up to 20%. We

can then conclude that differences much bigger than 5% are

not due to a particular realisation but rather to the method

used. Hence, one single realisation is deemed here sufficient

to fully characterise the jet.
5. Conclusions

In the present paper, the suitability of a pressure-based

PIMPLE-solver for large-eddy simulation of non-reactive,

under-expanded, highly turbulent H2 jets for engine applica-

tions has been investigated for the first time. The advantage of

using such a solver is to keep a high accuracy in describing the

low-Mach turbulence occurring in most of the domain,

meanwhile being still able to capture fairly well, through a

proper transonic correction, the strong compressible discon-

tinuities that arise in the near-orifice field. To this end, it is

shown that the use of under-relaxation factors improves the

shock resolution, especially when oscillatory high-order

interpolation schemes are employed. Different LES models

and numerical schemes have then been assessed. The static

Smagorinsky model appears to be unsuitable for the investi-

gated flows. The dynamic K-equation model looks to be more

accurate for high injection pressure but lacks precision for the

casewith lowNPR. In the end, theWALEmodel with 4th-order

convective schemes has been found to be the best trade-off

between accuracy and computational time, and hence it is
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the recommended choice for this specific case. Since the re-

sults coming from different turbulent realisations are very

similar, it is shown that one realisation is sufficient to fully

characterise the jet.

Describing the fuel mixing with the surrounding environ-

ment in a correct way is fundamental in view of incorporating

combustion modelling. Hence, such a study is of importance

from a practical perspective, constituting a solid step towards

clean combustion of hydrogen for DI-CI engine applications.

The pressure-based model investigated in the present

manuscript has the advantage of describing both the high-Ma

compressible discontinuities and low-Ma turbulence, in

particular the ones arising in high-pressure hydrogen jets,

with acceptable accuracy and a high computational efficiency.
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